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Landscapes are incredible. They can inspire, protect, soothe, comfort, delight and serve 
owners, customers, visitors, and the general public in countless ways. And, they serve as 
habitat for animals large and small and contribute in important ways to sustainability goals. The countless ways your 
landscape can work for you are amazing but can be overwhelming. With so many options to consider, how can you 
be sure you’re getting the most from your landscape and spending your landscape budget wisely? How can you 
ensure your service provider and/or internal team are giving you the 
right set of options to consider? 
For businesses and homeowners, landscapes wear many “faces” 
serving multiple purposes. To ensure you’re getting the most 
from your landscape, simply consider the “faces” it wears and 
what you want in each of these areas. For almost every landscape 
improvement this is a helpful lens for identifying and prioritizing 
landscape enhancements.
Let’s take a look at the “FACES” of your landscape. 

1. Function: Meeting usability needs
How well is your landscape functioning for you? A site that functions 
well is clearly navigable and comfortable for both frequent and 
occasional visitors and is thoughtfully designed to meet the 
functional needs of its users. To evaluate functional improvements, first consider site circulation: Is it safe, efficient, 

interesting, engaging and barrier-free? Are all modes of 
transportation—pedestrian, wheelchair, bike, scooter, 
shared rides, passenger vehicles, buses, and delivery 
trucks—free of dangerous intersection points?
Next, consider the cohesiveness of existing site elements. 
Do the separate elements function well together or is there 
a jarring mishmash of styles? An out-of-date site design, 
overly mature trees and shrubs, and pathways worn through 
planting beds indicate poor functionality. 
Think about what site elements or accessories may be 
missing. Are there shady areas for resting, individual and 
group gathering spots, and seating at appropriate intervals? 
Should there be areas for sports or outdoor eating and 
meeting areas? Is litter or cigarette debris collecting in 

certain locations, indicating a need for more convenient trash and recycling receptacles? 
And finally, what purpose does your landscape serve for your business and clients? Does it embody and represent 
your company values and approach to employee and customer care? Is the landscape aligned with your brand? 
2. Aesthetics: Delivering the visual 
appeal and aesthetic you desire
This element of your landscape is often 
the most fun to explore. Who doesn’t 
love reveling in the gorgeous textures 
and colors of nature? 
Assessing aesthetics starts with 
evaluating how cohesively existing site 
elements work together and asking the 
simple question: Do the natural and 
hardscape elements create a beautiful 
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S - Safety
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and visually pleasing experience consistent with the look and feel you desire? Then consider what elements detract 
from the experience and what could enhance it. Are natural elements overgrown and nearing the end of their life 
cycle? Are site furnishings dated and worn? In addition to visual interest, consider plants that offer experiential 
elements for the sound, touch, scent and taste senses as well.
Regardless of the architectural style of your building and its purpose, an aesthetically pleasing landscape will help 
attract guests, visitors, patients, customers and employees to enter your building and engage with the products and 
services offered.
3. Cost: Understanding and meeting your operating and capital budget constraints
Cost overruns and repeatedly spending money on the same problems are budget situations no property manager 
wants to experience. So, let’s consider how your landscape is performing compared to the allocated budget. Both 
short- and long-term planning should be guided by a site master plan to make sure you’re investing in the right 
elements in the right location at the right time. The planning and design process also helps identify ways to reduce 
annual labor and maintenance costs.
4. Environment and sustainability: Achieving sustainability goals
Sustainability starts with the right plant material and a long-term plan that’s appropriate for the site. The “right 
plant material” includes selections that thrive in Chicago’s climate and the unique microclimates of your site, which 
will help minimize synthetic chemical usage and reduce any intensive maintenance practices necessary to sustain 
distressed and unsuitable plant material.

Trees are the structural elements of the environment and it 
takes decades for replacements to grow, so always prioritize 
tree care and the early treatment of diseases and pests.
Trees and other plants provide natural cooling and insulating 
effects, and even relatively small green areas can provide food 
and habitats for wildlife and beneficial insects. They are also 
carbon sinks which can help reduce your organization’s climate 
footprint. These beneficial attributes should be considered 
when selecting new or replacement plants.
For mature sites, infrastructure age and its remaining useful 
life are considered when contemplating site investments. 
Climate science confirms that we need to be prepared for 
increased rainfall and more frequent significant rain events, 
which means a storm water runoff, retention and reuse plan 

developed just 20 years ago may not be adequate to contain today’s storms and prevent planting bed washouts and 
excessive ponding. Irrigation should also be considered; while this varies across the U.S., it is always wise to think 
about water conservation. Modern lighting choices can reduce energy consumption, and the right and sustainable 
plant palettes and maintenance practices can reduce fuel emissions and provide better habitat for the species of our 
area.
Smart landscape investments create enduring value and conserve resources. As enhancements are considered, 
sustainability and enduring value are extremely important filters.
5. Safety: Ensuring a safe experience for all property users
While “S” is the last letter in FACES, safety is always the top priority. Landscape and snow removal crews are trained 
to watch for and prevent hazards such as slick surfaces, holes or obstacles in your turf, chemical overspray, and low-
hanging or hazardous tree limbs or roots. Clear, well-kept walking paths, unobstructed street signage, clear lines of 
sight in parking lots and on roadways, lighting that provides peace of mind, and hazard signs when appropriate, can 
all be important to improving your site’s safety.   
A more comprehensive safety evaluation includes assessing large tree hazards, ADA and regulatory compliance, all 
signage, “help” telephones, and considering ways to ensure the personal safety of site visitors. 
There are countless ways to enhance a landscape. Remembering all the “faces” your landscape wears can help you 
develop and prioritize the right set of investments, ensuring that landscape improvements meet and sustain your 
goals within your established budget and will serve your property well for many years. 
About the Author: Mike Beltz is the VP of Business Development with Moore Landscapes, LLC and serves on BOMA/
Suburban Chicago's Membership Committee. Mike can be reached by phone at 847.564.9393 or by email at  
mbeltz@moorelandscapes.com.
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